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The Forest Laird Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
"The mix of hard-headed realism and fantasy
in this novel is enchanting..."—ELOISA
JAMES for Barnes and Noble Reviews for
Legend of the Highland Dragon Legend claims
When Scotland fell to English rule The
Highland dragons took a vow: Freedom at any
price. The war may be over, but so long as
English magic controls the Highlands, not
even a dragon laird can keep his clan safe.
What Cathal MacAlasdair needs is a warrior
fierce enough to risk everything, yet
gifted enough to outwit an enemy more
monster than man. What he needs is Sophia.
Alchemist Sophia Metzger traveled to Loch
Arach in search of knowledge. She never
dreamed she'd learn to do battle, ride
through the stars on the back of a dragon,
or catch the eye of a Highland laird. But
as her quest turns to sizzling chemistry
and inescapable danger, she'll soon
discover the thrill of being caught in a
dragon's claws... Dawn of the Highland
Dragon Series: Highland Dragon Warrior

(Book 1) Highland Dragon Rebel (Book 2)
Highland Dragon Master (Book 3) What People
Are Saying About Isabel Cooper: "Something
magical happens when elements of romance
and fantasy combine. Cooper's delicious
Highland Dragon Rebel has it all, including
a strong heroine, intriguing hero, heated
sensuality and thrilling action/adventure."
—RT Book Reviews for Highland Dragon Rebel
"Will keep you turning pages until you
reach the very end." —Book Riot for
Highland Dragon Master "Smartly written,
fast-paced, and brimming over with magic
and surprises, this is exactly what readers
crave." —RT Book Reviews 4 1?2 Stars, TOP
PICK! for Night of the Highland Dragon
The Guardians of the Cludgie Stane Simon and Schuster
Will Love's Flame Quench the Dragon's Fire? ... The past never stays in the
past, it rears its ugly head eventually. James the Black Douglas knows this all
too well. With a past that has left him vengeful and his dragon blood thirsty,
his reputation as a ruthless warrior haunts his enemies in their sleep. As his
allegiance stands with Robert Bruce, the King of Scotland, he must now repay
a debt to the king and agrees to marry his daughter, Abigale Bruce. The
problem is he doesn't want a wife. When flames start to burn out of control
between him and the auburn-haired lass, he must decide to either kindle the
flames of passion or shelter her from the truth and set her free. It's What
Shines in the Dark That Brings Forth Your True Light... Determined to keep
his daughter safe and out of the hands of the English, Robert hides Abigale
behind the safe walls of a nunnery. After eight long years of living her life in
seclusion, Abigale is finally set free. But her new found freedom comes to an
abrupt halt when she learns of her betrothal to the infamous Bogeyman -
James the Black Douglas. She soon finds herself falling in love with the
uncontainable and haunted man. Is her love enough to soften his hardened
heart?

Highland Destiny Edinburgh University Press
Elizabeth St. Claire has always been hard to please.

Dreaming solely of Highlander men her whole life, no
prancing London Lord can stand a chance at winning
her heart... ... But perhaps a Scotsman can. Elizabeth
watches intrigued as the Highlander of her dreams, a
Scotsman named Hamish Robb, arrives to oversee
her season at the behest of her cousin, the Duke of
Caithness. Elizabeth doesn’t hide her feelings for the
striking Scot. But Hamish, determined to obey his
order to protect the St. Claire sisters, steadfastly
rejects her every seducing lure. Believing that the
debutante Elizabeth deserves a better, wealthier
man, Hamish continues to turn away from her
affection, even though he doesn’t exactly want to.
Can this Highlander Scot resist the tempting
seductress’ attempts to win his heart?
The Encyclopædia Britannica Genealogical Publishing
Com
Lynsay Sands and Hannah Howell return to the windswept
Highlands of 16th century Scotland in the captivating story
of identical twin brothers trapped between the curse that
has been their legacy and the two women whose love is
their destiny . . . As identical twins, Bothan and Calum
MacNachton share a bond stronger than most brothers,
one forged by a terrible secret. Rumors and dark tales
have been whispered about their clan for centuries. For
they roam the Highlands at night, driven by a savage
hunger that can never be sated. Their only hope lies in
marriage to Outsiders, mortal women whose pure blood
will weaken the hold of their eternal curse. Kenna Brodie
and Sarra DeCourcey know what it is to stand apart.
They’ve heard the terrible, whispered warnings, but
nothing could prepare them for the handsome brothers
whose fierce, unyielding desires are beyond any legend . .
. What Bothan and Calum promise is a life unlike any
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Kenna and Sarra have ever known. Now, Kenna and Sarra
must choose whether to betray their dark lords or stand
and fight for a passion that will never die . . .
The Encyclopaedia Britannica: Husband-Italic Kensington
Publishing Corp.
In the USA Today–bestselling author’s Scottish historical romance, a
man who defends his homeland is defenseless against his love for a
mysterious woman. Under cover of night, he leads his ragtag army to
defend Scotland’s borders against their English enemies. Few know
that Rabbie Redcloak, the legendary highwayman who could find his
way to hell and back, is in reality Sir Quinton Scott, scion of a
powerful Scottish clan. Captured during a daring raid, he’s sentenced
to hang. Luck comes his way in the form of an unlikely savior: a
silver-blond beauty who risks her life to save his. Quin doesn’t know
why Janet Graham helped him escape. But now it isn’t safe to leave
her behind. Sworn to protect her on the dangerous road ahead, Quin
is unprepared for the passion his lovely rescuer awakens. As his
notorious past catches up with him, he’s ready to gamble everything
for the price of his freedom—and the love he can no longer live
without. Border Fire is the 2nd book in the Border Trilogy, but you
may enjoy reading the series in any order.
The Dragon's Treasure Sourcebooks, Inc.
Handsome, wealthy, and mysterious, Peregrine seduces Lady Sara St.
James while she tries to unlock his secrets, in a romance set against
the backdrop of Victorian London. (Romance)
Fyfa's Sacrifice Swerve
An Edinburgh Classic edition to commemorate the 700th
anniversary of the Battle of Bannockburn in 1314
The Fishing Gazette Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
In this sexy historical romance, the second of the Dark Heart
series, a Highlander with a dark past returns to the place he fled
long ago to protect a woman he once loved from danger. He
tried to run... In his youth, Hugh MacCarrick foolishly fell in
love with a beautiful English lass who delighted in teasing him
with her flirtatious ways. Yet he knew he could never marry her
because he was shadowed by an accursed family legacy. To
avoid temptation, Hugh left home, ultimately becoming an
assassin. She tried to forget him... Jane Weyland was devastated
when the Highlander she believed would marry her abandoned
her instead. Years later, when Hugh MacCarrick is summoned
to protect her from her father's enemies, her heartache has
turned to fury—but her desire for him has not waned. Will

passion overwhelm them? In hiding, Jane torments Hugh with
seductive play. He struggles to resist her because of deadly
secrets that could endanger her further. But Hugh is no longer a
gentle young man—and toying with the fever-pitched desires of a
hardened warrior will either get Jane burned...or enflame a love
that never died.
Robert Bruce and the Community of the Realm of Scotland Tirgearr
Publishing
Given by Eugene Edge III.
The Encyclopædia Britannica: Husband-Italic John Donald
Sibyl Blackthorne isn't afraid of anything—except maybe being sold
into marriage to a man she doesn't love. A man she's never even met.
A man who, by reputation, is one of Scotland's cruelest lairds in over
a century.But what choice does she have, with her father dead and
her uncle now married to his brother's widow, putting him in charge
of not only the Blackthorne fortune, but Sibyl's future as well?Then
her betrothed turns out to actually be far worse than his reputation, so
headstrong Sibyl decides life as a peasant, or even death, would be
preferable to a future with such a despicable man, and makes plans to
run away.On an organized hunt for wolves—or, as the Scots call them,
wulvers—Sybil escapes her fiancé's clutches, only to find she's run
into something far more untamed and dangerous in the middle of the
woods.When a big, brawny, long-haired man, who only speaks to her
in Gaelic and calls himself Raife, simply picks her up and carries her
off with him into the Scottish wild, Sibyl knows she's in
trouble.When he takes her to a place no human has ever been, she
knows she's gone over the edge.And when he, at last, marks her as
his own, she discovers that only one wild heart can claim another.
The Winter Stone iUniverse
Rory Cameron, an alluring Dragonkine Highlander, has enjoyed his days
as a womanizing beast. But lately his sexual appetite has been unfulfilled
and he must have the mate he has not yet discovered. When he finds
himself in the arms of Kenna Mackenzie, his hope is fulfilled. Can he
contain the flames of love until his mate realizes he is the one for her, or
will one mistake cost him his whole world? Kenna Mackenzie must protect
her future son at all costs-Scotland depends on it. Running in fear from her
betrothed, she finds herself secluded deep within the great glen, far away
from the likes of men. When she least expects it, a dragon swoops into her
life. Feeling the burn of the seductive flames, will Kenna embrace the fire
between Rory and her-or will she flee again?
The Highland Pipe and Scottish Society, 1750-1950 Oliver-Heber
Books
She was his saving grace. The Red Hawk, warrior chieftain of
Helmfirth, is an over bearing, dominating dragon who strikes fear in
his enemies, until one day a nemesis dares to test his limits and
attacks Hawk and all that he holds dear. With one foot in the grave,

Hawk finds himself inside the walls of Dunfermline Abbey and his
life at the mercy of Sister Kate. In repaying a debt for saving his life,
Hawk accepts Kate's proposal. Will her proposal be the death of him
or save him from a terrible mistake? He was her fall from grace.
Growing up in Dunfermline Abbey, boundaries and vows have kept
Sister Kate safe until a wounded red-headed Highlander in desperate
need of her help turns her guarded life upside down. The lure of this
man brings out a side of Kate long suppressed, she now yearns to
leave the Abbey in search of her true self. There's one problem, she
can't make the daunting journey through the Highlands alone. She
needs a Highlander with exceptional skills and she has her eyes set on
one, Hawk.
The Clans, Septs & Regiments of the Scottish Highlands Forge Books
Sir William Wallace of Ellerslie is one of history's greatest heroes, but also
one of its greatest enigmas - a shadowy figure whose edges have been
blurred by myth and legend. Even the date and place of his birth have been
mis-stated - until now. James Mackay uses all his skills as a historical
detective to produce this definitive biography, telling the incredible story
of a man who, without wealth or noble birth, rose to become Guardian of
Scotland. William Wallace, with superb generalship and tactical genius,
led a country with no previous warlike tradition to triumph gloriously over
the much larger, better-armed and better-trained English forces. Seven
hundred years later, the heroism and betrayal, the valiant deeds and the
dark atrocities, and the struggle of a small nation against a brutal and
powerful empire, still create a compelling tale.
Highland Storm Harlequin Treasury-Harlequin Historicals 90s
Internationally acclaimed, New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling
author of Science Fiction, Urban Fantasy, and Paranormal Romance brings
another action, adventure, and suspense-filled story to transport readers out
of this world. Choose your treasure carefully, thief... Drago, King of the
Isle of Dragons, is the last of the magnificent dragons of the Seven
Kingdoms. Bitter and alone, he abandons the emptiness of his realm and
retreats to the caverns beneath the palace. In the form of his dragon, he
remains hidden from the world, protecting the Dragon's Heart, the last
legacy of his people - until he is disturbed by a most unlikely thief. Carly
Tate's trip to Yachats State Park takes an unexpected turn when she is
caught in a sudden storm. Seeking shelter, she stumbles through a magical
doorway into a cavern filled with treasure! Yet, as incredible as the piles of
glittering gold and jewels are, her gaze is transfixed by the slumbering
form of a magnificent dragon. Carly's appearance begins a series of events
that will not only change Drago's life, but will affect all of the Seven
Kingdoms. Can a centuries old dragon protect his most valuable treasure,
or will the evil that destroyed his race take Carly from him as well?
Outlines of Modern Farming, Etc Createspace Independent Pub
The Highland bagpipe has long been a central strand of Scottish
identity, but what happened to the Highland bagpipe in the two
centuries following Culloden? How was its music transmitted and
received? This study presents much new contemporary evidence and
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uses a range of methods to recreate the changing world of the pipers
as they influenced and were influenced by the transformations in
Scottish society. It is intended for pipers exploring the achievements
and musical concerns of their predecessors; for the general reader
interested in a music whose history is akin to that of Scotland's poetry
and song; and for all students of the process of tradition.
Highland Fate Random House
Aileana Chattan suffers a devastating loss, then discovers she is
to wed neighboring chief and baron, James MacIntosh -- a man
she despises and whose loyalty deprived her of the father she
loved. Despite him and his traitorous clan, Aileana will do her
duty, but she doesn't have to like it or him. But when the
MacIntosh awakens something inside her so absolute and
consuming, she is forced to question everything. James
MacIntosh is a nobleman torn between tradition and progress.
He must make a sacrifice if he is to help Scotland move forward
as a unified country. Forced to sign a marriage contract years
earlier binding Lady Aileana to him, James must find a way to
break it, or risk losing all -- including his heart. From the wild
and rugged Highlands near Inverness to the dungeons of
Edinburgh Castle, James and Aileana's preconceptions of honor,
duty and love are challenged at every adventurous turn.
The Scottish Highlanders and the Land Laws Wheeler Publishing,
Incorporated
Highland BurnCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform

Border Fire Loveswept
One legend, Three Enchanting Novellas Three best-selling,
award-winning, authors, three heart-felt stories, the splendor of
Scotland, and a legend passed down through generations. These
are the romantic tales of the Winter Stone... ONCE UPON A
HIGHLAND LEGEND by Tanya Anne Crosby A Guardians of
the Stone novella Annie Ross has gone through her entire life a
bit lost. She's about to find herself misplaced in time as well,
where she must take her place as a guardian and find a way to
restore the faith of a powerful chieftain. Will she win his heart
as well? MACALISTER'S HOPE by Laurin Wittig A Kilmartin
Glen novella Kieron MacAlister has always loved Fia
MacLachlan, a wee fey lass he met years ago who, with her
sweet smile and surprising insight, changed his life. When he
comes face-to-face with the beautiful woman she's grown into,
can he convince her to change her life, too? THE OUTCAST by
Glynnis Campbell A Shadow of the Queen novella Lachlan
Mar, a disfigured and broken Scots warrior, doesn't believe

anything can mend the wounds of war until Alisoune Hay, a
brilliant and beautiful young lass, stumbles into his cottage and
his life, healing his hurt and his heart with the most magical
power of all--love. One legend, three enchanting novellas from
three beloved authors.
Her Highland Rogue ????? ???????
A long forgotten Ancient kingdom has been awakened and threatens
to change the Dragonkine world forever. Can passion weather the
dragon's storm? The only true pleasures in life Conall Hamilton
yearned for were to marry a good woman, raise a family, and hide
away into seclusion to live a normal life away from battle and war,
not an easy task for the Dragonkine warrior and Clan Douglas's
second in command. Assigned to investigate an allied clan, he vows
upon his return to marry his love, Effie. That's until the Dragonkine
warrior finds himself accused of a crime he did not commit, murder.
Imprisoned, he must find a way to escape not only to save his own
life but to save the life of the woman he loves. In time the past will
catch up with you... Effie Douglas is a survivor. Though not born a
Douglas, Effie leaves her old life behind to seek safety within Clan
Douglas. For five years Conall Hamilton has been her secret lover
and savior, helping her pick up the pieces of her damaged past.
Hiding the true nature of their relationship from their clan had
become a burden for the red-headed lass and now she desires more.
She wants Conall's name. When Effie is summoned home, she is
plagued with unwanted memories, treachery, and new found
information that will change her life forever. Will Effie have the
courage and strength to weather the storm that rages around her?
Blue Bells of Scotland Open Road Media
Shawn has a skyrocketing musical career, fans, fame, money, a beautiful
girlfriend and all the women he wants. Everything changes when he falls
asleep in a castle tower and wakes up in medieval Scotland. Mistaken for
the castle's future laird, he is forced to make a dangerous cross-country trek
with a beautiful woman wielding a knife, pursued by English soldiers and a
Scottish traitor, to raise men for the critical battle at Bannockburn. Niall
Campbell, Shawn's opposite in everything except looks, is no more happy
to find himself caught in Shawn's life, pursued by women, the target of an
angry girlfriend, expected to play a sell-out concert, and hearing the
account of his own death and Scotland's annihilation at Bannockburn. He
vows to figure out what went wrong at the battle, and find a way back to
change it. Blue Bells of Scotland is both an action-packed adventure and a
tale of redemption that will be remembered long after the last page has
been turned
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